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APPENDIX J.  PRACTICE PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

This appendix contains problems to apply the principles learned in the NUREG with the FDTs

program.  This appendix provides some additional practice to solve problems related to fire

dynamics.

NUREG Chapter and Related Calculation Methods 

Problem NUREG Chapter FDTs

J-1 Chapter 2.  Predicting Hot Gas Layer Temperature

and Smoke Layer Height in a Room Fire with Natural

and Forced Ventilation

Method of McCaffrey, Quintiere, and Harkleroad (MQH)

Compartment with Thermally Thick/Thin Boundaries

02.1_Temperature_NV.xls

J-2 Chapter 2.  Predicting Hot Gas Layer Temperature

and Smoke Layer Height in a Room Fire with Natural

and Forced Ventilation

Method of Foote, Pagni, and Alvares (FPA)

Compartment with Thermally Thick/Thin Boundaries

Method of Deal and Beyler

Compartment with Thermally Thick/Thin Boundaries

02.2_Temperature_FV.xls

J-3 Chapter 2.  Predicting Hot Gas Layer Temperature

and Smoke Layer Height in a Room Fire with Natural

and Forced Ventilation

Method of McCaffrey, Quintiere, and Harkleroad (MQH)

Compartment with Thermally Thick/Thin Boundaries

Chapter 2.  Method of Predicting Hot Gas Layer

Temperature in Room Fire with Forced Ventilation

Method of Foote, Pagni, and Alvares (FPA)

Compartment with Thermally Thick/Thin Boundaries

Method of Deal and Beyler

Compartment with Thermally Thick/Thin Boundaries

02.1_Temperature_NV.xls

02.2_Temperature_FV.xls

J-4 Chapter 3.  Estimating Burning Characteristics of Liquid

Pool Fire, Heat Release Rate, Burning Duration and

Flame Height

Heat Release Rate, Burning Duration, and Flame

Height

03_HRR_Flame_Height_Burning

_ Duration_Calculations.xls



NUREG Chapter and Related Calculation Methods 

Problem NUREG Chapter FDTs

J-2

J-5 Chapter 4.  Estimating Wall Fire Flame Height,

Line Fire Flame Height Against the Wall, and Corner

Fire Flame Height

04_Flame_Height_Calculations.

xls

Wall_Line_Flame_Height

Corner_Flame_Height

Wall_Flame_Height

J-6 Chapter 2.  Predicting Hot Gas Layer Temperature

and Smoke Layer Height in a Room Fire with Natural

and Forced Ventilation

Method of Foote, Pagni, and Alvares (FPA)

Compartment with Thermally Thick/Thin Boundaries

Method of Deal and Beyler

Compartment with Thermally Thick/Thin Boundaries

02.2_Temperature_FV.xls

J-7 Chapter 5.  Estimating Radiant Heat Flux from Fire

to a Target Fuel

Solid Flame Radiation Model 

(Target Above Ground Level, with Wind)

05.2_Heat_Flux_Calculations_W

ind_Free.xls

(Solid Flame 2)

J-8 Chapter 6.  Estimating the Ignition Time of a Target

Fuel Exposed to a Constant Radiative Heat Flux

Method of Estimating Piloted Ignition Time of Solid

Materials Under Radiant Exposures. Method of

(1) Mikkola and Wichman, (2) Quintiere and Harkleroad

and, (3) Janssens

06_Ignition_Time_Calculations.xls

(Ignition_Time_Calculations1)

J-9 Chapter 7.  Estimating the Full-Scale Heat Release

Rate of a Cable Tray Fire

07_Cable_HRR_Calculations.xls

J-10 Chapter 9.  Estimating the Centerline Temperature of a

Buoyant Fire Plume

09_Plume_Temperature_Calcul

ations.xls

J-11 Chapter 10.  Estimating Sprinkler Response Time 10_Detector_Activation_Time.xls

(Sprinkler)

J-12 Chapter 12.  Estimating Heat Detector Response Time 10_Detector_Activation_Time.xls

(FTHDetector)



NUREG Chapter and Related Calculation Methods 

Problem NUREG Chapter FDTs

J-3

J-13 Chapter 13.  Predicting Compartment Flashover

Compartment Post-Flashover Temperature.

Method of Law.

Minimum Heat Release Rate Required to Compartment

Flashover.

Method of (1) McCaffrey, Quintiere, and Harkleroad

(MQH), (2) Babrauskas, and (3) Thomas

13_Compartment_Flashover_

Calculations.xls

(Post_Flashover_Temperature)

(Flashover-HRR)

J-14 Chapter 14.  Estimating Pressure Rise Attributable to a

Fire in a Closed Compartment

14_Compartment_Over_Pressure

_Calculations.xls

J-15 Chapter 17.  Calculating the Fire Resistance

of Structural Steel Members

Empirical Correlations

17.1_FR_Beams_Columns_Sub

stitution_Correlation.xls (Beam)

J-16 (a)

(b)

(c)

(d & e)

(f)

(g)

Chapter 3.  Estimating Burning Characteristics

of Liquid Pool Fire, Heat Release Rate,

Burning Duration, and Flame Height

Chapter 2.  Predicting Hot Gas Layer Temperature

and Smoke Layer Height in a Room Fire with Natural

and Forced Ventilation

Method of McCaffrey, Quintiere, and Harkleroad (MQH)

Compartment with Thermally Thick/Thin Boundaries

Chapter 9.  Estimating the Centerline Temperature

of a Buoyant Fire Plume

Chapter 5.  Estimating Radiant Heat Flux from Fire

to a Target Fuel

Wind-Free Condition

Point Source Radiation Model

(Target at Ground Level)

Solid Flame Radiation Model 

(Target Above Ground Level)

Chapter 10.  Estimating Sprinkler Response Time

Chapter 13.  Predicting Compartment Flashover

03_HRR_Flame_Height_Burning

_Duration_Calculations.xls

02.1_Temperature_NV.xls

09_Plume_Temperature_

Calculations.xls

05.1_Heat_Flux_Calculations_

Wind_Free.xls

(Point Source)

(Solid Flame 2)

10_Detector_Activation_Time.xls

(Sprinkler)

13_Compartment_Flashover_

Calculations.xls

(Flashover-HRR)



NUREG Chapter and Related Calculation Methods 

Problem NUREG Chapter FDTs

J-4

J-17 Chapter 3.  Estimating Burning Characteristics

of Liquid Pool Fire, Heat Release Rate,

Burning Duration, and Flame Height

Chapter 2.  Predicting Hot Gas Layer Temperature

and Smoke Layer Height in a Room Fire with Natural

and Forced Ventilation

Method of McCaffrey, Quintiere, and Harkleroad (MQH)

Compartment with Thermally Thick/Thin Boundaries

03_HRR_Flame_Height_Burning

_Duration_Calculations.xls

02.1_Temperature_NV.xls

J-18 Chapter 3.  Estimating Burning Characteristics

of Liquid Pool Fire, Heat Release Rate,

Burning Duration, and Flame Height

Chapter 8.  Estimating Burning Duration

of Solid Combustibles

03_HRR_Flame_Height_Burning

_Duration_Calculations.xls

08_Burning_Duration_Solids.xls
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Problem 1: Compartment Fire with Natural Ventilation

Problem J-1

Problem Statement

Consider a compartment 9.0 m wide x 9.0 m long x 3.7 m high (30 ft wide x 30 ft long x 12 ft high)

c c c v v(w  x l  x h ) with a door vent that is 0.92 m wide x 2.15 m high (3 ft wide x 7 ft high) (w  x h ).  The

fire is constant with an HRR of 1,500 kW (1,422 Btu/sec).  Assume that the top of the vent is at

2.45 m (8 ft).  Compute the hot gas temperature in the compartment, as well as the smoke layer

height, at 5 minutes after the ignition, assuming that the compartment boundaries are made of 2.54

cm (1.0 in) thick gypsum board.

Solution

Purpose:

g(1) Determine the hot gas temperature in the compartment (T ) at t = 5 min after ignition.

(2) Determine the smoke layer height (z) at t = 5 min after ignition.

Assumptions:

(1) Air properties (ambient) are at 25 °C (77 °F).

(2) The ceiling is unconfined, unobstructed, and flat.

(3) The heat flow through the compartment boundaries is one-dimensional.

(4) The heat release rate (HRR) is constant.

(5) The fire is located at the center of the compartment or away from the walls.

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 02.1_Temperature_NV.xls
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FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in the spreadsheet (values only):

c- Compartment Width (w ) = 30 ft

c- Compartment Length (l ) = 30 ft

c- Compartment Height (h ) = 12 ft

v- Vent Width (w ) = 3 ft

v- Vent Height (h ) = 7 ft

T- Top of Vent from Floor (V ) = 8 ft

- Interior Lining Thickness (*) = 1 in

- Select Material: select Gypsum Board from the combo box

- Fire Heat Release Rate = 1,500 kW

- Time after Ignition (t) = 5 min

Note: When Gypsum Board is selected, its thermal properties are automatically

selected from the table and entered in the corresponding input cells.

Results*

From the table of results of the spreadsheet at t = 5 minutes after ignition we obtain:

Hot Gas Layer Temperature

gT  °C (°F)

Smoke Layer Height

z m (ft)

351 (664) 2.44 (8.00)

smoke is exiting through the vent

*spreadsheet calculations attached on next page
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Spreadsheet Calculations
FDT : 02.1_Temperature_NV.xlss
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Problem 2: Compartment Fire with Forced Ventilation

Problem J-2

Problem Statement

Consider a compartment 12.0 m wide x 12.0 m long x 3.7 m high (40.0 ft wide x 40.0 ft long x 12.0 ft

c c chigh) (w  x l  x h ) with a forced ventilation rate of 3.78 m /s (8,000 cfm).  Calculate the hot gas layer3

temperature in the compartment for a fire size of 2,000 kW (1,896 Btu/sec) at 5 minutes after

ignition, assuming that the compartment boundaries are made of 5.10 cm (2.0 in) thick gypsum

board.

Solution

Purpose:

g(1) Determine the hot gas temperature in the compartment (T ) at t = 5 min after ignition.

Assumptions:

(1) Air properties (ambient) are at 25 °C (77 °F).

(2) The ceiling is unconfined, unobstructed, and flat.

(3) The heat flow through the compartment boundaries is one-dimensional.

(4) The heat release rate (HRR) is constant.

(5) The fire is located at the center of the compartment or away from the walls.

(6) The compartment is open to the outside at the inlet (pressure =1 atm).

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 02.2_Temperature_FV.xls
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FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in both spreadsheets (values only):

c- Compartment Width (w ) = 40 ft

c- Compartment Length (l ) = 40 ft

c- Compartment Height (h ) = 12 ft

- Interior Lining Thickness (*) = 2 in

- Select Material: select Gypsum Board from the combo box

- Compartment Ventilation Rate  = 8,000 cfm

- Fire Heat Release Rate = 2,000 kW

Note: When Gypsum Board is selected, its thermal properties are automatically

selected from the table and entered in the corresponding input cells.

Results

From the table of results of the spreadsheet at t = 5 minutes after ignition we obtain:

gHot Gas Layer Temperature* T  °C (°F) 

Method of Foot, Pagni, and

Alvares (FPA)

Method of Deal & Beyler

203 (398) 244 (471)

       *spreadsheet calculations attached on next page
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Spreadsheet Calculations
FDT2: 02.2_Temperature_FV.xls
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Problem 3: Compartment Fire with Multiple Vents

Problem J-3

Problem Statement

Consider a compartment 4.6 m wide x 4.9 m long x 3.0 m high (15 ft wide x 16 ft long x 10 ft high)

with multiple vents and 15.24 cm (6 in.) of gypsum board as interior boundary material.

The compartment has two vents of 0.6 m wide x 0.6 m high (2 ft wide x 2 ft high) and one vent of

1.2 m wide x 2.1 m high (4 ft wide x 7 ft high), all located on the same wall.  The top of the highest

vent is at 2.4 m (8 ft) above the floor.  If the ventilation system is not operating (natural ventilation)

and at 10 minutes after a fire ignition the hot gas layer temperature reaches the failure temperature

g gof the IEEE-383 unqualified cable [assume T  = 218 °C (T  = 425 °F) as failure for this example],

what minimum HRR might cause this failure?  Is the smoke exiting the compartment at the time of

cable failure?

Consider the same compartment with a mechanical ventilation rate of 0.236 m /s (500 cfm) and a3

fire with an intensity equal to the HRR of the natural ventilation scenario. What would be the hot gas

layer temperature around the cable trays at 10 minutes after ignition? (Use method of FPA and

method of Deal & Beyler).  What is the effect of the ventilation system on the hot gas layer

temperature?  Compare the results of the forced ventilation scenario as a function of time after

ignition and explain the discrepancy between methods.

Solution

Purpose:

(1) Determine the minimum HRR that could cause the IEEE-383 unqualified cable failure

at 10 min after ignition in a natural ventilation scenario.

(2) Determine if the smoke is exiting the compartment at 10 min after ignition.

g(3) Determine the hot gas layer temperature (T ) at 10 min after ignition if the mechanical

ventilation system is activated and the HRR is equal to the HRR of the natural

ventilation scenario (i.e., use the answer of purpose 1).

(4) Evaluate the effect of the ventilation system in the hot gas layer temperature (i.e.,

increase, decrease, etc.).

(5) Analyze the discrepancy between the methods of FPA and Deal & Beyler, and mention

possible causes of that discrepancy.
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Assumptions:

(1) Air properties (ambient) are at 25 °C (77 °F).

(2) The ceiling is unconfined, unobstructed and flat.

(3) The heat flow through the compartment boundaries is one-dimensional.

(4) The HRR is constant.

(5) The fire is located at the center of the compartment or away from the walls.

(6) The compartment is open to the outside at the inlet (pressure = 1 atm).

Pre FDT  Calculations:s

Equivalent Vent

Since the FDT  are designed to calculate the hot gas layer temperature and smoke layers

height based in only one vent compartment, we need to calculate an equivalent vent that

represents the three vent openings.

Vent Opening Characteristics

vWidth w

(ft)
vHeight h

(ft)
oAre A

(ft )2
oMQH Factor A

(ft )5/2

2 2 4 5.66

2 2 4 5.66

4 7 28 74.08

Total 36 84.4

The equivalent vent dimensions must satisfy the following conditions in order to have the

same effect of the actual multiple vents:

o v vCondition 1: A = 85.4 ft Condition 2: w  x h  = 36 ft5/2 2

v36 ft = 85.4 ft w  x 5.63 ft = 36 ft2 5/2 2

v vh = 5.63 ft = 5.6 ft w  = 6.39 ft = 6.4 ft

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Natural Ventilation Scenario

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 02.1_Temperature_NV.xls
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FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in the spreadsheet (values only):

c- Compartment Width (w ) = 15 ft

c- Compartment Length (l ) = 16 ft

c- Compartment Height (h ) = 10 ft

v- Vent Width (w ) = 6.4 ft

v- Vent Height (h ) = 5.6 ft

T- Top of Vent from Floor (V ) = 8 ft

- Interior Lining Thickness (*) = 6 in

- Select Material: select Gypsum Board from the combo box

- Fire Heat Release Rate = 410 kW*

Note: When Gypsum Board is selected, its thermal properties are automatically

selected from the table and entered in the corresponding input cells.

*The HRR value is a starting value for the trial and error procedure explained below.

Because we are looking for an HRR value that could generate a hot gas layer temperature

of 218 °C (425 °F), we need to enter HRR values on the spreadsheet until get a

temperature close to 218 °C (425 °F) at 10 min after ignition.  This trial and error procedure

is shown in the following table.

Trial and error procedure to determine the HRR

gTarget: T  = 425 °F for natural ventilation scenario

Trial Heat Release Rate

(kW)

gHot Gas Layer Temperature (T )

at 10 min after Ignition (°C) (°F)

1 100 100 (213)

2 200 145 (293)

3 300 182 (360)

4 400 215 (420)

5* 410 219 (425)

*spreadsheet calculations attached on next page for last trial at t = 10 min

Results

According to the method of McCaffrey, Quintiere, and Harkleroad (MQH), an HRR of approximate

410 kW  could generate a hot gas layer temperature of 218 °C (425 °F) at 10 minutes after ignition.

But, what is important for practical purposes is that for the given compartment and ventilation

conditions, a fire power of about 400 kW (379 Btu/sec) may generate a hot gas layer temperature

of 204+°C (400+°F).  Also, the smoke layer height at 10 minutes after ignition is approximately z

= 0.39 m (1.27 ft), based on the method of Yamana and Tanaka.  That means that the smoke could

Tbe exiting the compartment because z is less than the height of the vent top (V ).
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Spreadsheet Calculations
FDT : 02.1_Temperature_NV.xls (Temperature_NV Thermally Thick)s
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Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Forced Ventilation Scenario

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 02.2_Temperature_FV.xls

FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in both spreadsheets (values only):

c- Compartment Width (w ) = 15 ft

c- Compartment Length (l ) = 16 ft

c- Compartment Height (h ) = 10 ft

- Interior Lining Thickness (*) = 6 in

- Material: select Gypsum Board from the combo box

- Compartment Ventilation Rate = 500 cfm

- Fire Heat Release Rate = 410 kW

Note: When Gypsum Board is selected, its thermal properties are automatically

selected from the table and entered in the corresponding input cells.

Results

From the table of results of the spreadsheet at t = 10 minutes after ignition we obtain:

gHot Gas Layer Temperature* T  °C (°F) 

Method of Foot, Pagni, and

Alvares (FPA)

Method of Deal & Beyler

329 (625) 440 (824)

*spreadsheet calculations attached on next page

These results demonstrate that the ventilation system is able to increase the hot gas layer

temperature.  That is, for a specific compartment and heat release rate, the ventilation

system can drastically increase the hot gas layer temperature due to the oxygen supply.
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Spreadsheet Calculations
FDT : 02.2_Temperature_FV.xlss
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Problem 4: Compartment with Liquid Pool Fire Scenario

Problem J-4

Problem Statement

Consider a pool fire caused by a 38.0 liters (10 gallons) spill combustible liquid (kerosine oil) in a

0.55-m  (6.0-ft ) dike area in a compartment with a concrete floor.  The kerosine oil is ignited and2 2

spread rapidly over the surface, reaching steady burning almost instantly.  Compute the HRR,

burning duration, and flame height of the pool fire.  The dimensions of the compartment are 6.0 m

wide x 6.0 m long x 3.7 m high (20.0 ft wide x 20.0 ft long x 12.0 ft).  Two cable trays are located

above the pool fire at heights of 2.15 m (7.0 ft) and 3.0 m (10.0 ft), respectively.  Determine whether

flame will impinge upon the cable trays.  Assume instantaneous, complete involvement of the liquid

pool with no fire growth and no intervention by the plant fire department or automatic suppression

systems.

Solution

Purpose:

(1) Determine the HRR of the liquid pool fire.

(2) Determine the flame duration.

f(3) Determine flame height (H ).

(4) Determine if the flame will impinge the cable trays.

Assumptions:

(1) There is instantaneous and complete involvement of the liquid in the pool fire.

(2) The pool fire is burning in the open.

(3) The pool is circular or nearly circular and contains a fixed mass of liquid volume.

(4) The pool fire is in the center of the compartment or away from the walls.
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Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 03_HRR_Flame_Height_Burning_Duration_Calculations.xls

FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in the spreadsheet (values only):

- Fuel spill volume (V) = 10 gallons

dike- Fuel Spill Area or Dike Area (A ) = 6.0 ft2

- Select Fuel Type: select Kerosine from the combo box

Note: When Kerosine is selected, its properties are automatically selected from the

table and entered in the corresponding input cells.

Results

Heat Release Rate*

kW (Btu/sec)

Burning

Duration*

bt  (min)

Pool Fire Flame Height*

fH  m (ft)

Method of

Heskestad

Method of Thomas

890 kW (843 Btu/sec) 24 2.7 m (8.8 ft) 2.3 m (7.6 ft)

*spreadsheet calculations attached on next page

Both methods for pool fire flame height estimation show that the flame could impinge

upon the cable trays.
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Spreadsheet Calculations
FDT : 03_HRR_Flame_Height_Burning_Duration_Calculations.xlss
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Problem J-5

Problem Statement

Consider a compartment with cable trays at 4.60 m (15 ft) above the floor.  The cable trays are very

close to the compartment walls.  If 7.6 liters (2 gallons) of lube oil spills covering an area of 1.4 m2

(15 ft ), what location type of fire source will allow the fire flame to impinge on the cable trays?2

Solution

Purpose:

(1) Determine what type of fire source will impinge upon the cable tray.

Assumptions:

(1) Air is entrained only from one side during the combustion process.

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 04_Flame_Height_Calculations.xls

select Wall_Flame _Height for wall fire analysis

select Corner_Flame _Height for corner fire analysis

select Wall_Line_Flame _Height for line fire analysis

FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in all spreadsheets (values only):

- Fuel spill volume (V) = 2 gallons

dike- Fuel Spill Area or Dike Area (A ) = 15 ft2

- Select Fuel Type: select Lube Oil from the combo box

Note: When Lube Oil is selected, its properties are automatically selected from the

table and entered in the corresponding input cells.

Results

Fire Source Flame Height*

fH  m (ft)

Wall Fire 4.02 (13.18)

Corner Fire 6.07 (19.93)

Line Fire 2.01 (6.59)

*spreadsheet calculations attached on next page
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Spreadsheet Calculations
FDT :  04_Flame_Height_Calculations.xls (Wall_Flame _Height)s
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FDT :  04_Flame_Height_Calculations.xls (Corner_Flame _Height)s
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FDT :  04_Flame_Height_Calculations.xls (Wall_Line_Flame _Height)s
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Problem 6: Compartment Fire with Forced Ventilation

Problem J-6

Problem Statement

Consider a compartment that is 15.2 m wide x 12.20 m long x 3.70 m height (50 ft wide x 40 ft long

x 12 ft height) with two forced ventilation rates: 2.4 m /s and 2.8 m /s (5,000 cfm and 6,000 cfm).3 3

If a fire scenario arises with a fire power of 1,500 kW (1,422 Btu/sec), find the average hot gas layer

temperature for gypsum board (boundary material) that is ½, e, ¾, 1, 1½, and 2 inch(es) thick at

15 min after ignition.

Solution

Purpose:

(1) Determine the average hot gas layer temperature for two ventilation rates (5,000 cfm

and 6,000 cfm) at 15 minutes after ignition.

Assumptions:

(1) Air properties (ambient) are at 25 °C (77 °F).

(2) Neglect the effect of the cable trays on the plume profile.

(3) The heat flow through the compartment boundaries is one-dimensional.

(4) The HRR is constant.

(5) The fire is located at the center of the compartment or away from the walls.

(6) The compartment is open to the outside at the inlet (pressure = 1 atm).

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 02.2_Temperature_FV.xls
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FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in both spreadsheets (values only):

c- Compartment Width (w ) = 50 ft

c- Compartment Length (l ) = 40 ft

c- Compartment Height (h ) = 12 ft

- Interior Lining Thickness = 0.5 in

- Select Material: select Gypsum Board from the combo box

- Compartment ventilation rate = 5,000 cfm and 6,000 cfm

- Fire Heat Release Rate  = 1,500 kW

Note: When Gypsum Board is selected, its thermal properties are automatically

selected from the table and entered in the corresponding input cells.

Results

This problem is solved using the two different ventilation rates and varying wall thicknesses

at 15 minutes after ignition.  The following table summarizes the results.

Ventilation rate

(cfm)

gTrial Material Thickness (in) Hot Gas Layer Temperature T  [°C (°F)]

Method of FPA Method of Deal & Beyler

5,000 1 0.5 225 (436) 274 (525)

2 0.63 241 (467) 274 (525)

3 0.75 256 (492) 274 (525)

4 1.0 220 (429) 274 (525)

5 1.5 220 (429) 274 (525)

6 2.0 220 (429) 274 (525)

6,000 1 0.5 212 (413) 253 (487)

2 0.63 228 (442) 253 (487)

3 0.75 241 (466) 253 (487)

4 1.0 208 (407) 253 (487)

5 1.5 208 (407) 253 (487)

6 2.0 208 (407) 253 (487)

*spreadsheet calculations attached on next page

Following the results of the FPA and Deal & Beyler method, we see how the two methods respond

to different inputs.  This problem can be rerun varying time to explore the differences in methods.
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Spreadsheet Calculations

Note: The following spreadsheets show the final result of the solution process.  Only the 6,000 cfm

case is shown; spreadsheet calculations for the 5,000 cfm scenario are similar.

FDT : 02.2_Temperature_FV.xlss
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Problem J-7

Problem Statement

Consider a compartment with an open vent that allows the air entrance at 3.60 m/s (700 ft/min).

Assume that heptane from a tank spills on the concrete floor forming a 1.86 m (20 ft ) pool.  The2 2

edge to edge distance from the pool fire to a certain target is about 9.0 m (30 ft).  The target is 3 m

(10 ft) above ground.  Calculate the flame radiative heat flux at ground level using the solid flame

model.

Solution

Purpose:

(1) Calculate the radiant heat flux from the pool fire to the target using the solid flame

radiation model and considering the effect of the wind.

Assumptions:

(1) The pool is circular or nearly circular.

(2) The correlation for solid flame radiation model is suitable for heptane.

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a)  05.2_Heat_Flux_Calculations_Wind.xls (select Solid Flame 2)

FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in the spreadsheet (values only):

dike- Fuel Spill Area or Dike Area (A ) = 20 ft2

- Distance between Fire and Target (L) = 30 ft

1 f1- Vertical Distance of Target from Ground Level (H  = H ) = 10 ft

w- Wind Speed or Velocity (u ) = 700 ft/min

- Select Fuel Type: select Heptane from the combo box

Note: When Heptane is selected, its thermal properties are automatically selected

from the table and entered in the corresponding input cells.

Results

Radiation Model Radiant Heat Flux*

 kW/m  (Btu/ft -sec)2 2

Solid Flame 4.06 (0.36)

*spreadsheet calculations attached on next page
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Spreadsheet Calculations
FDT : 05.2_Heat_Flux_Calculations_Wind.xls (Solid Flame 2)s
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Problem J-8

Problem Statement

Consider a compartment that has been insulated with 1.27 cm (½ in) of gypsum board, wallboard

(S142M). If a pool fire scenario arises with a heat flux of 75 kW/m , what will be the ignition time of2

the gypsum board?

Solution

Purpose:

(1) Calculate the ignition time of Gypsum Board, Wallboard (S142M) for the given

conditions.

Assumptions:

(1) The material is infinitely thick.

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 06_Ignition_Time_Calculations.xls (select Ignition_Time _Calculations1)

FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in the spreadsheet (values only):

-Exposure or External Radiative Heat Flux to Target Fuel = 75 kW/m2

-Select Material: select Gypsum Board, Wallboard (S142M) from the combo box

Note: When Gypsum Board, Wallboard (S142M) is selected, its thermal properties

are automatically selected from the table and entered in the corresponding input cells.

Results

Calculation Method Ignition Time*

igt  (min)

Mikkola and Wichmann 0.34 min

Quintiere and Harkleroad 0.20 min

Janssens 0.86 min

*spreadsheet calculations attached on next page
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Spreadsheet Calculations
FDT : 06_Ignition_Time_Calculations.xls (Ignition_Time _Calculations1)s
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Problem J-9

Problem Statement

A 75.0-liter (20-gallon) trash bag exposure fire source is located 3.0 m (10.0 ft) beneath a horizontal

cable tray.  Assume that the trash fire ignites an area of approximately 1.0 m  (11.0 ft ) of the cable2 2

tray, and the cables in the tray are IEEE-383-qualified XPE/FRXPE cables.  Compute the full-scale

HRR, of the XPE/FRXPE cable insulation.  The bench scale HRR of the XPE/FRXPE

is 475 kW/m .2

Solution

Purpose:

(1) Calculate the full-scale HRR of the XPE/FRXPE for the given scenario.

Assumptions:

(1) Lee’s correlation is valid for this fire scenario.

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 07_Cable_HRR_Calculations.xls

FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in the spreadsheet (values only):

f-Exposure Cable Tray Burning Area (A ) = 11 ft2

-Select Cable Typel: select XPE/FRXPE from the combo box

Note: When XPE/FRXPE is selected, its thermal properties are automatically

selected from the table and entered in the corresponding input cells.

Results

Cable Insulation Full Scale

HRR

kW (Btu/sec)

XPE/FRXPE 218 (207)

*spreadsheet calculations attached on next page.
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Spreadsheet Calculations
FDT : 07_Cable_HRR_Calculations.xlss
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Problem J-10

Problem Statement

p(centerline)Estimate the maximum plume temperature (T ) at the ceiling of a 6.0-m (20.0-ft) high

compartment above a 1,420 kW fire involving a 1½ ft high stack of wood pallets in a 0.92 m2

(10.0 ft ) pallet area. Assume that the ambient temperature is 25 °C (77 °F).2

Solution

Purpose:

(1) Estimate the maximum plume temperature for the given fire scenario.

Assumptions:

(1) All heat is released at a point.

(2) Buoyant forces are more significant than momentum forces.

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 09_Plume_Temperature_Calculations.xls

FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in the spreadsheet (values only):

-Heat Release Rate = 1,420 kW

-Distance from the Top of the Fuel to the Ceiling (z) = 20 ft

-Area of Combustible Fuel = 10 ft2

Results

Heat Release Rate

(kW)

Plume Centerline

Temperature

p(centerline)T

°C (°F)

1,420 164 (328) 

*spreadsheet calculations attached on next page.
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Spreadsheet Calculations
FDT : 09_Plume_Temperature_Calculations.xlss
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Problem 11: Fire Scenario with Sprinkler Protection

Problem J-11

Problem Statement

A fire with = 3,000 kW occurs in a makeup pump room protected with sprinkler protection.

The sprinklers are rated at 74 °C (165 °F) [standard response bulb with RTI 235 (m-sec)  and1/2

located 3.0 m (10.0 ft) from the center of the fire source.  The height from the top of the fuel

package to the ceiling is 5.5 m (18.0 ft).  Determine whether the sprinklers would activate and, if so,

how long it would take for them to activate.

Solution

Purpose:

(1) Determine if the sprinklers will be activated for the given fire scenario.

(2) If the sprinkles are activated, determine how long it takes for the activation.

Assumptions:

(1) The fire is located away from walls and corners.

(2) The fire is steady state

(3) The ceiling is unconfined, unobstructed, and flat.

(4) Only convective heat transfer from the hot fire gases is considered.

(5) There is heavily obstructed overhead.

(6) The ambient temperature before the fire ignition is 70 °F

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 10_Detector_Activation_Time.xls (select Sprinkler)
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FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in the spreadsheet (values only):

- Heat Release Rate of the Fire = 3,000 kW

- Distance from the Top of the Fuel Package to the Ceiling (H) = 18 ft

- Radial Distance from the Plume Centerline to the Sprinkler (r) = 10 ft 

a- Ambient Air Temperature (T ) = 70 °F

- Select Type of Sprinkler = select Standard response bulb from the combo box

- Select Sprinkler Classification = select Ordinary from the combo box

Note: Ordinary classification is selected because the rated value for the sprinklers

in this problem (165 °F) is within the range of temperature ratings for ordinary

sprinklers (135 °F–170 °F).

Note: When the sprinkler type and classification are selected, their respective

values are automatically selected from the table and entered in the corresponding

input cells.

Results

Sprinkler Type Sprinkler Activation Time*

activationt  (min.)

Standard

response bulb

2.47

    *spreadsheet calculations attached on next page.
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Spreadsheet Calculations
FDT : 10_Detector_Activation_Time.xls (Sprinkler)s
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Problem 12: Fire Scenario with Heat Detectors

Problem J-12

Problem Statement

A trash fire with an HRR of 1,000 kW occurs in a battery room protected with fixed temperature

heat detectors with an RTI of 306 (m-sec) .  The distance from the top of the fuel package to the1/2

ceiling 3.7 m (12 ft) and the radial distance from the plume center to the heat detector location is

activation10 ft. Calculate the activation time (t ) for the detectors, using listed spacing of 4.6 m (15.0 ft).

Assume that the detector activation temperature of 54 °C (128 °F), and the ambient temperature

is 20 °C (68 °F).

Solution

Purpose:

(1) Determine the response time of the fixed-temperature heat detectors for the given fire

scenario.

Assumptions:

(1) The fire is located away from walls and corners.

(2) The fire is steady state.

(3) The ceiling is unconfined, unobstructed, and flat.

(4) Only convective heat transfer from the hot fire gases is considered.

(5) There is heavily obstructed overhead.

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 10_Detector_Activation_Time.xls (select FTHDetectors)
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FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in the spreadsheet (values only):

- Heat Release Rate of the Fire = 1,000 kW

- Radial Distance to the Detector (r) = 10 ft 

- Distance from the Top of the Fuel Package to the Ceiling (H) = 12 ft

a- Ambient Air Temperature (T ) = 68 °F

activation- Select the option button (u) for FTH detectors with T  = 128 °F

- Select Detector Spacing: select 15 from the combo box

activationNote: When T  and Detector Spacing are selected, their respective values

are automatically selected from the table and entered in the corresponding input

cells.

Results

Detector Type Heat Detector Activation Time

activationt  (min.)

Fixed

Temperature

3.03

          *spreadsheet calculations attached on next page.
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Spreadsheet Calculations
FDT : 10_Detector_Activation_Time.xls (FTHDetectors)s
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Problem J-13

Problem Statement

Calculate the HRR necessary for flashover  and the post-flashover temperature in a long

access corridor that is 30.5 m long x 5.5 m wide x 3.0 m high (100.0 ft long x 18.0 ft wide x 10.0 ft

high), with an opening that is 0.91 m (3.0 ft) wide x 2.5 m (8.0 ft) high.  Assume that corridor

boundary material is 15 cm (6 in) thick concrete.

Solution

Purpose:

(1) Determine the HRR necessary for flashover and the post-flashover temperature for the

given compartment

Assumptions:

(1) Natural Ventilation.

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 13_Compartment_Flashover_Calculations.xls

select Flashover-HRR to calculate the HRR for flashover

select Post_Flashover_Temperature to calculate the post-flashover temperature

FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in both spreadsheets (values only):

c- Compartment Width (w ) = 18 ft

c- Compartment Length (l ) = 100 ft

c- Compartment Height (h ) = 10 ft

v- Vent Width (w ) = 3 ft

v- Vent Height (h ) = 8 ft

- Interior Lining Thickness (*) = 6 in (Flashover-HRR only)

- Select Material: select Concrete from the combo box (Flashover-HRR only)

Note: When Concrete is selected in Flashover-HRR spreadsheet, its respective

properties are automatically selected from the table and entered in the

corresponding input yellow cells.

Results

Post-Flashover

Temperature

PFO(max)T

°C (°F)

Flashover HRR

 kW (Btu/sec)

Method of Law Method of MQH Method of Babrauskas Method of Thomas

478 (892) 2,739 (2,596) 2,611 (2,475) 5,618 (5,325)

*spreadsheet calculations attached on next page
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Spreadsheet Calculations
FDT : 13_Compartment_Flashover_Calculations.xls (Post_Flashover_Temperature)s
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FDT : 13_Compartment_Flashover_Calculations.xls (Flashover-HRR)s
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Problem J-14

Problem Statement

Consider a closed compartment in a facility (a pump room) 2.75 m wide x 2.75 m long x 3.7 m high

c c c(9.0 ft wide x 9.0 ft long x 12 ft high) (w  x l  x h ).  A fire starts with a constant power of 75 kW.

Estimate the pressure increase attributable to the expansion of gases after 15 seconds.

Solution

Purpose:

(1) Estimate the pressure rise in the compartment at 15 seconds after ignition.

Assumptions:

(1) The energy release rate is constant.

(2) The mass rate of the fuel is neglected in the conversion of mass.

(3) The specific heat is constant with temperature.

(4) The hydrostatic pressure difference over the height of the compartment is negligible

compared to the dynamic pressure.

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 14_Compartment_Over_Pressure_Calculations.xls

FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in the spreadsheet (values only):

c- Compartment Width (w ) = 9 ft

c- Compartment Length (l ) = 9 ft

c- Compartment Height (h ) = 12 ft

- Fire Heat Release Rate = 75 kW

- Time After Ignition (t) = 15 sec

Results

Pressure Rise* 16.53 kPa (2.40 psi)

*spreadsheet calculations attached on next page
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Spreadsheet Calculations
FDT : 14_Compartment_Over_Pressure_Calculations.xlss
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Problem J-15

Problem Statement

The licensee used UL Design No. 816 to protect a number of unrestrained beams.  The licensee’s

quality assurance (QA) program verified that there is 6.35 cm (2½ in) thickness of fire protection

insulation on all of the beams.  The size of the tested beam was W12 x 26.  Determine whether the

6.35 cm (2½ in) thickness of fire protection insulation is acceptable for a beam that is W8 x 13.

Solution

Purpose:

(1) Determine whether the 6.35 cm (2½ in.) thickness of fire protection insulation is

acceptable for a W8 x 13 beam using the data for a W12 x 26 beam.

Assumptions:

(1) The heat transfer is one-dimensional.

(2) The analysis assumes that as the structural member heats up, structural properties

change substantially.

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 17.1_FR_Beams_Columns_Substitution_Correlation.xls (Click on Beam)

FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in the spreadsheet (values only):

2- Rated Design Thickness of Beam Insulation (T ) = 2.5 in

- Select Beam with known rating for insulation thickness: select W12 x 26

- Select Beam with unknown rating for insulation thickness: select W8 x 13

Note: When beam size (e.g., W12 x 26) is selected from the combo box, its

properties are automatically selected from the table (“Data” spreadsheet) and

entered in the corresponding input yellow cells.

Results

Required Equivalent

Thickness*

 7.09 cm (2.79 in)

not appropriate

*spreadsheet calculations attached on next page

From the substitution correlation, we obtain that 6.35 cm (2.5 in.) of fire protection insulation

is not appropriate for W8 x 13 because the required thickness is more than 6.35 cm

(2.5 in.).

A similar problem can be analyzed for a column, the calculations for columns are included

in the same FDT (not shown).s 
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Spreadsheet Calculations
FDT : 17.1_FR_Beams_Columns_Substitution_Correlation.xls (Beam)s
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Problem J-16

Problem Statement

During a routine fire protection inspection, an NRC inspector discovers a significant oil leak in a

station air compressor in an access corridor in the fuel building.  It is important to determine

whether a fire involving a 76.0-liter (20.0-gallon) spill of lubricating oil from a compressor could

damage the safety-related cable tray and electrical cabinet in the corridor.  The compressor is on

a pedestal approximately (1.0 ft) above floor level and has a 1.12 m  (12.0 ft ) oil retention dike.2 2

The safety-related cable trays are located 2.5 m (8.0 ft) above the corridor floor with a horizontal

distance of 1.2 m (4.0 ft) from the edge of the compressor’s oil retention dike.  The horizontal

distance between the compressor oil dike and the electrical cabinet is 1.52 m (5.0 ft).

c cThe access corridor has a floor area of 6.0 m wide x 4.6 m long (20 ft wide x 15 ft long) (w  x l ),

cceiling height of 3.0 m (10.0 ft) (h ), and a single unprotected vent opening (door) that is 1.2 m wide

v vx 1.8 m high (4.0 ft wide x 6.0 ft high) (w  x h ).  The corridor has no forced ventilation and it is

constructed of 0.3048 m (1.0 ft) thick concrete.  The corridor has a smoke and heat detection

system and a wet pipe sprinkler system.  The nearest sprinkler is rated at 74 °C (165 °F) with an

RTI of 235 (m-sec)  and is located 2.98 m (9.8 ft) from the center of the dike.  Determine whether1/2

there is a credible fire hazard to the safety-related cable trays and electrical cabinet.  Evaluate the

hazard of the fire scenario using the following parameters:

b(a) pool fire heat release rate, , flame height, z, and burning duration, t

g(b) compartment hot gas layer temperature, T , as well as gas layer height z

(c) heat flux to the target (electrical cabinet) using the point source model,

(d) heat flux to the target (cable trays) using the solid-flame radiation model,

p(centerline)(e) centerline plume temperature, T

activation(f) sprinkler activation time, t

(g) HRR necessary to cause flashover,

Solution

Purpose:

(1) Determine if the given fire scenario could represent a hazard for the safety-related cable

trays and electrical cabinet.

Solution Approach:

To analyze this fire scenario, we are going to use various concepts that have been

presented individually in the NUREG. A logical approach for this type of problem is to

analyze the heat source and then its effect over the safety-related targets and fire

suppression systems.  First, we are going to calculate the HRR, flame height, and the

burning duration of the pool fire (see Chapter 3) in order to determine the intensity and

geometrical characteristics of the fire.  Then calculate the hot gas layer temperature and

gas layer height (see Chapter 2).  Then calculate the centerline plume temperature to obtain

an estimate of the maximum temperature in the fire scenario (see Chapter 9). Then, we are

going to calculate the radiative heat flux from the pool fire to the electrical cabinet and cable

tray (see Chapter 5).  After that, evaluate the activation time of the sprinkler system to

determine if the system is able to respond to the actual developed fire (see Chapter 10).

The last calculation is the required HRR for flashover (see Chapter 13).  Once we get all

these values, we have to use them to evaluate the hazard of the fire scenario.
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Assumptions:

(1) There is instantaneous and complete involvement of the liquid in the pool fire.

(2) The pool fire is burning in the open.

(3) The pool is circular or nearly circular.

(4) The fire is located at the center of the corridor or away from the walls.

(5) All heat is released at a point

(6) Buoyant forces are more significant than momentum forces

(7) Radiation to the surroundings can be approximated as being isotropic or emanating

from a point source (valid for point source radiation model only).

(8) Only convective heat transfer is considered for sprinkler activation.

(9) The ambient (or initial condition of the air) is at 25 °C (77 °F)

(10) The bottom of the oil retention dike is at ground level.

(11) The distance from the top of the fuel package (oil pool) to the ceiling is 10 ft, the pool

height or oil layer thickness is negligible compared to ceiling height (about 0.22 ft).

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 03_HRR_Flame_Height_Burning_Duration_Calculations.xls

(b) 02.1_Temperature_NV.xls

(c) 09_Plume_Temperature_Calculations.xls

(d) & (e) 05.1_Heat_Flux_Calculations_Wind_Free.xls (select Point Source and

Solid Flame 2 for the target cabinet and cable tray heat flux analyses,

respectively)

(f) 10_Detector_Activation_Time.xls (select Sprinkler)

(g) 13_Compartment_Flashover_Calculations.xls (select Flashover-HRR

to calculate the HRR for flashover)

FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in the spreadsheets (values only):

(a) 03_HRR_Flame_Height_Burning_Duration_Calculations.xls

- Fuel spill volume (V) = 20 gallons

dike- Fuel Spill Area or Dike Area (A ) = 12 ft2

- Select Fuel Type: select Lube Oil from the combo box

Note: When Lube Oil is selected, its properties are automatically selected from the

table and entered in the corresponding input cells.

Results*

Heat Release Rate

 kW (Btu/sec)

Burning Duration

bt  (min)

Pool Fire Flame Height

fH  m (ft)

Method of

Heskestad

Method of

Thomas

1,131 (1,072) 22.0 2.7 (8.85) 2.95 (9.67)

 *spreadsheet calculations attached at the end of the problem
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(b) 02.1_Temperature_NV.xls

c- Compartment Width (w ) = 20 ft

c- Compartment Length (l ) = 15 ft

c- Compartment Height (h ) = 10 ft

v- Vent Width (w ) = 4 ft

v- Vent Height (h ) = 6 ft

T- Top of Vent from Floor (V ) = 6 ft

- Interior Lining Thickness (*) = 12 in

- Heat Release Rate = 1131 kW

- Select Material: select Concrete from the combo box

Note: When Concrete is selected, its properties are automatically selected

from the table and entered in the corresponding input cells.

Results*

Time

(min)

Hot Gas Layer

Temperature

gT  °C (°F)

Gas Layer Height

z m (ft)

0 25 (77) 3.05 (10)

1 199 (389) 1.83 (6.0)

2 220 (428) 1.83 (6.0)

3 233 (452) 1.83 (6.0)

4 244 (471) 1.83 (6.0)

5 252 (486) 1.83 (6.0)

10 280 (536) 1.83 (6.0)

15 298 (568) 1.83 (6.0)

20 311 (592) 1.83 (6.0)

*spreadsheet calculations attached at the end of the problem

(c) 09_Plume_Temperature_Calculations.xls

- Heat Release Rate = 1131 kW

- Distance from the Top of the Fuel to the Ceiling (z) = 9 ft

- Area of Combustible Fuel: 12 ft2

Results*

Heat Release

Rate (kW)

Plume Centerline Temperature

p(centerline)T  °C (°F)

1,131 473 (884) 

 *spreadsheet calculations attached at the end of the problem
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(d) 05.1_Heat_Flux_Calculations_Wind_Free.xls

 Point Source (heat flux to the electrical cabinet)

dike- Fuel Spill Area or Dike Area (A ) = 12 ft2

- Distance between Fire and Target (L) = 5 ft

- Select Fuel Type: select Lube Oil from the combo box

(e) 05.1_Heat_Flux_Calculations_Wind_Free.xls

Solid Flame 2 (heat flux to the cable tray)

dike- Fuel Spill Area or Dike Area (A ) = 12 ft2

- Distance between Fire and Target (L) = 4 ft

1 f1- Vertical Distance of Target from Ground (H  = H ) = 7 ft

- Select Fuel Type: select Lube Oil from the combo box

Note: When Lube Oil is selected, its properties are automatically selected from the

table and entered in the corresponding input cells.

Results*

Radiation Model Target Radiant Heat Flux

kW/m  (Btu/ft -sec)2 2

Point Source Electrical Cabinet 6.0 (0.53)

Solid Flame Cable Tray 13.24 (1.17)

*spreadsheet calculations attached at the end of the problem

(f) 10_Detector_Activation_Time.xls

 Sprinkler

- Heat Release Rate of the Fire = 1,131 kW

- Distance from the Top of the Fuel Package to the Ceiling (H) = 9 ft

- Radial Distance from the Plume Centerline to the Sprinkler (r) = 9.8 ft 

a- Ambient Air Temperature (T ) = 77 °F

- Select Type of Sprinkler = select Standard response link from the combo box

- Select Sprinkler Classification = select Ordinary from the combo box

Note: Standard response is selected because it corresponds with the given RTI

value.  Also, Ordinary classification has been selected because the rated value for

the sprinklers in this problem (165 °F) is within the range of temperature ratings for

ordinary sprinklers (135 °F–170 °F).

Results*

Sprinkler Type Sprinkler Activation Time

activationt  (min.)

Standard response link 1.73

*spreadsheet calculations attached at the end of the problem
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(g) 13_Compartment_Flashover_Calculations.xls

c- Compartment Width (w ) = 20 ft

c- Compartment Length (l ) = 15 ft

c- Compartment Height (h ) = 10 ft

v- Vent Width (w ) = 4 ft

v- Vent Height (h ) = 6 ft

- Interior Lining Thickness (*) = 12 in

- Select Material: select Concrete from the combo box

Note: When Concrete is selected, its properties are automatically selected from the

table and entered in the corresponding input cells.

Results*

HRR for Flashover

 kW (Btu/sec)

Method of MQH Method of Babrauskas Method of Thomas

836 (729) 2,261 (2,143) 2,064 (1,956)

*spreadsheet calculations attached at the end of the problem

Conclusions

According to the calculations the fire could represent a hazard to the safety-related targets

(cable tray and electrical cabinets) due to the following results:

• From the pool fire analysis we obtain that the flame height is greater that the cable tray

height.  That means that the flame probably will impinge upon the cable trays since the pool

is just at 4 ft from the cable tray (horizontal distance).

• The hot gas layer analysis estimates that the hot gas temperature will be over 500 °F and

almost 600 °F at 10 minutes and one (1) minute, respectively.  These temperature values

are the critical temperatures for thermoplastic cables.  Also the corridor will be almost filled

with smoke at one minute after the ignition, which means that the cable tray and electrical

cabinet will be rapidly exposed to the hot gas layer.

• Heat flux calculations show that the solid flame model predicts a radiant heat flux greater

than the critical heat flux for IEEE-383 qualified and unqualified cables.  Also, the heat flux

to the electrical cabinet could represent a hazard for the integrity of the cabinet components.

• The HRR of the fire is very close to the HRR for flashover.  Therefore, the whole corridor

could flashover.  The sprinkler should activate approximately at 2 minute after the fire

development, during this time the fire should begin to be controlled.  The burning time of the

pool is significantly greater than the activation time of the sprinklers; thus, a complete and

immediate extinguishment of the fire is not expected.
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Spreadsheet Calculations

(a) FDT : 03_HRR_Flame_Height_Burning_Duration_Calculations.xlss
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(b) FDT : 02.1_Temperature_NV.xlss
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(c) FDT : 09_Plume_Temperature_Calculations.xlss
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(d) FDT : 05.1_Heat_Flux_Calculations_Wind_Free.xls (Point Source)s
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(e) FDT : 05.1_Heat_Flux_Calculations_Wind_Free.xls (Solid Flame 2)s
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(f) FDT : 10_Detector_Activation_Time.xls (Sprinkler)s
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(g) FDT : 13_Compartment_Flashover_Calculations.xls (Flashover-HRR)s
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Problem 17: Pool Fire Scenario in a Triangular compartment

Problem J-17

Problem Statement

Consider a triangular corner compartment (as shown in the figure) in a boiling water reactor (BWR).

The compartment is 4.6 m (15.0 ft) high with 0.3048 m (12.0 in) thick concrete walls, floor, and

v vceiling and with a door that is 2.15 m (7.0 ft) wide x 3.0 m (10.0 ft) high (w  x h ).

                                   20'

A fire scenario arises from a spill of lube oil from the high-pressure coolant injection (HPCI) turbine.

Assume that 113.5 liters (30.0 gallons) of lube oil spills in a 1.12 m  (12.0 ft ) oil retention dike.  The2 2 

lube oil spreads and reaches steady burning almost instantly.  Two unprotected safety-related cable

trays are located 3.0 m (10.0 ft) above the HPCI turbine.  Determine whether there is a credible fire

hazard to the unprotected safety-related cable trays.

Evaluate the hazard of the fire scenario using the following parameters:

b(a) pool fire HRR, , flame height, z, and burning duration, t

g(b) compartment hot gas layer temperature, T , as well as gas layer height z 

Solution

Purpose:

(1) Determine if the given fire scenario could represent a hazard for the safety-related cable

trays.

Solution Approach:

The solution of this problem is very similar to the previous problem, but in this case we do

not have or we are not considering any heat radiation and fire suppression system.  First,

we are going to calculate the heat release rate, flame height, and the burning duration of

the pool fire (see Chapter 3) in order to determine the fire source characteristics.  Notice

that although the compartment is triangular, we are not going to consider a corner fire.  It

is reasonable to assume that the HPCI turbine is at a large distance away from the walls.

Also, we will determine the hot gas layer temperature and the gas layer height (see Chapter 2).
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Once we get all these values, we have to use them to estimate the hazard of the fire

scenario.

Assumptions:

(1) There is instantaneous and complete involvement of the liquid in the pool fire.

(2) The pool fire is burning in the open.

(3) The pool is circular or nearly circular.

(4) The fire is located away from the walls.

(5) The ambient (or initial condition of the air) is at 25 °C (77 °F)

(6) The bottom of the oil retention dike is at ground level.

(7) The distance from the top of the fuel package (oil pool) to the ceiling is 15 ft, the pool

height or oil layer thickness is negligible compared with the height of the ceiling.

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 03_HRR_Flame_Height_Burning_Duration_Calculations.xls

(b) 02.1_Temperature_NV.xls

FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in the spreadsheets (values only):

(a) 03_HRR_Flame_Height_Burning_Duration_Calculations.xls

- Fuel spill volume (V) = 30 gallons

dike- Fuel Spill Area or Dike Area (A ) = 12 ft2

- Select Fuel Type: select Lube Oil from the combo box

Note:  When Lube Oil is selected, its properties are automatically selected from the

table and entered in the corresponding input cells.

Results*

Heat Release Rate

kW (Btu/sec)

Burning

Duration

b (t ) (min)

Pool Fire Flame Height

fH  m (ft)

1,131 (1,072) 33 min Method of

Heskestad

Method of

Thomas

2.7 (8.9) 3.0 (9.7)

*spreadsheet calculations attached at the end of the problem
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(b) 02.1_Temperature_NV.xls

Equivalent Compartment:

The FDT  for hot gas layer temperature and flame height are designed for as

quadrilateral compartment.  Since the compartment is triangular, we have to

calculate an equivalent square compartment in order to use the FDT .s

� Triangular Compartment Surface Area: 

wall #1 wall #2 wall #3SA= (½ x (base) x (width)) + (A  + A  + A )

SA= (½ x 20 x 20) + ((20 x 15) + (30 x 15) + (20 x 15)) = 1450 ft2

� Equivalent Rectangular Compartment with Same Height:

SA= Area Floor + Area Ceiling + Area Walls

SA= (L x W) + (L x W) + 2(L x 15) + 2(W x 15)

since equivalent L = W

SA= (L ) + (L ) + 4(L x 15)2 2

1450 = 2L  + 60L    =>    L = 15.8 ft = W2

Input Parameters:

c- Compartment Width (w ) = 15.8 ft

c- Compartment Length (l ) = 15.8 ft

c- Compartment Height (h ) = 15 ft

v- Vent Width (w ) = 7 ft

v- Vent Height (h ) = 10 ft

T- Top of Vent from Floor (V ) = 10 ft

- Interior Lining Thickness (*) = 12 in

- Select Material: select Concrete from the combo box

- Fire Heat Release Rate = 1,131 kW

Note: When Concrete is selected, its thermal properties are automatically

selected from the table and entered in the corresponding input cells.

Results*

Time (min) Hot Gas Layer Temperature

g T  °C (°F)

Gas Layer Height

z m (ft)

0 25 (77) 4.57 (15)

1 134 (273) 3.05 (10) venting

2 147 (297) 3.05 (10) venting

3 156 (312) 3.05 (10) venting

4 162 (324) 3.05 (10) venting

5 167 (333) 3.05 (10) venting

10 185 (364) 3.05 (10) venting

15 196 (385) 3.05 (10) venting

20 204 (400) 3.05 (10) venting

*spreadsheet calculations attached at the end of the problem
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Conclusions

We can note that the fire power (HRR) and the pool fire flame height values are similar to the

previous problem.  The reason for this similarity is because the correlations to determine the HRR

and flame height are based on the type of fuel and the dike area (or dike diameter), and in this

problem we are dealing with a pool fire similar to problem 16.  The amount of combustible in the

pool (volume) will determine the duration of the pool fire, that is, the burning time.  Thus, we

obtained a different burning time value because we have more fuel volume.

As problem 16, we have a high intensity fire with a flame height that probably will impinge upon the

cable trays.  Also, the hot gas layer temperature analysis predicts that the temperature of the gases

will reach the failure temperature for thermoplastic cables (T � 425 °F) approximately at 2 minutes

after ignition and the compartment will be full with smoke at this time too.  If there is no intervention

of any suppression system during the 33 minutes of flame exposure, there is no doubt that there

is a credible hazard for the safety related cables.
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Spreadsheets Calculations

(a) FDT : 03_HRR_Flame_Height_Burning_Duration_Calculations.xlss
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(b) FDT : 02.1_Temperature_NV.xlss
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Problem J-18

Problem Statement

The operators of Bywater NPP are planning their summer company picnic.  A fire scenario arises

from a pile of instant-lighting charcoal briquets.  Ten 3.62-kg (8.0-lb) bags of these briquets have

been stored on the floor of a corridor in the NPP.  Assume that a strong ignition source is present

fand ignites the charcoal briquets.  Compute the heat release rate, , flame height, H , and

bburning duration, t , of pile of charcoal briquets, assuming that the area of the charcoal pile is

0.28 m  (3 ft ).2 2

Additional Information

Charcoal briquets are a combustible material and become more combustible when soaked with

lighter fluid (an accelerant) during the manufacturing process (Ref. 1).  The lighter fluid is usually

kerosene or a petroleum distillate (Refs. 2 and 3).  No direct burning rate data are available for

instant-lighting charcoal briquets.  A breakdown of the combustion data for plain charcoal and

kerosine (Ref. 4) is provided below.  Average values can be used as a composition when specific

burning rate data are not available.  The density of charcoal is approximately 400 kg/m .3

Combustion Properties of Charcoal and Kerosine

Combustible Material Heat of Combustion

cDH  (kJ/kg)

Mass Loss Rate

 (kg/m -sec)2

Charcoal 31,400 0.01082*

Kerosine 43,300 0.039

Average 37,350 0.02491

* Mass loss rate of charcoal is not available in the literature, mass loss rate of

plain plywood can be used, since charcoal is a derivative of wood.

References

1. Roblee, C.L., “Hazards of Charcoal Briquets,” Fire and Arson Investigator, Volume 33,

No. 3, March 1993.

2. Lincoln, S., “Case in Review: Charcoal Lighter Fluid Used as an Arson Accelerant,”

Fire and Arson Investigator, Volume 41, No. 1, September 1991.

3. Wiltshire, L.L., and R.S. Alger, “Carbon Monoxide Production in Charcoal Briquete

Fires,” NOLTR 71-104, Project MAT-03L-00/ZRO11-01-01, Naval Ordnance

Laboratory, Silver Spring, Maryland, July 7, 1971.

4. SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, 2  Edition, 1995.nd
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Solution

Purpose:

f b(1) Determine the heat release rate, flame height, H , and burning duration, t , of the pile

of charcoal briquets for the given fire scenario.

Solution Approach:

To calculate the HRR and flame height, we are going to use the pool fire approach.  These

calculations are just fuel type and area dependent; therefore, we are going to model the

area of the charcoal pile as the area of a dike and use the average values of heat of

combustion, mass loss rate and density (values are given in the problem statement).  The

burning duration of the pile can be calculated with the learned concepts in Chapter 8 of

NUREG.

Assumptions:

(1) There is instantaneous and complete involvement of the charcoal pile.

(2) The charcoal pile is burning in the open.

(3) The charcoal pile area is circular or nearly circular.

(4) The fire is located away from the walls.

(5) The ambient (or initial condition of the air) is at 25 °C (77 °F)

(6) Combustion is incomplete and takes place entirely within the confines of the

compartment.

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Solution Procedure:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 03_HRR_Flame_Height_Burning_Duration_Calculations.xls

(b) 08_Burning_Duration_Solid.xls 

FDT  Input Parameters:s

Enter the following parameters in the spreadsheets (values only):

(a) 03_HRR_Flame_Height_Burning_Duration_Calculations.xls

- Fuel spill volume (V) = 0 gallons

dike- Fuel Spill Area or Dike Area (A ) = 3 ft2

- Mass Burning Rate of Fuel  = 0.02491 kg/m -sec2

c,eff- Effective Heat of Combustion of Fuel ()H ) = 37,350 kJ/kg

- Fuel Density (D) = 400 kg/m3

- Empirical constant = 100 (since unknown)

Note: For this calculation, use any value of spill volume because the burning time

based on the pool fire calculation is not applicable.  We are just going to accept the

HRR and flame height values as reasonable estimates.  Mass burning rate, heat of

combustion, and density values are from the given properties in the problem

statement.  Select User-Specified Value and enter the values in the proper areas.
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Results*

Heat Release Rate

kW (Btu/sec)

Pool Fire Flame Height

fH  m (ft)

Method of

Heskestad

Method of

Thomas

259 (246) 1.56 (5.13) 1.38 (4.54)

*spreadsheet calculations attached at the end of the problem

(b) 08_Burning_Duration_Solid.xls

HRR per Unit Floor Area:

The HRR per unit of area is defined as .  Therefore, from the given

properties in the problem statement we have:

= 37,350 kJ/kg (0.02491 kg/m -sec) = 930 kW/m2 2

Input Parameters:

solid- Mass of Solid Fuel (m ) = 80 lb

fuel- Exposed Fuel Surface Area (A )= 3 ft2

- HRR per Unit Floor Area = 930 kW/m2

c,eff- Effective Heat of Combustion of Fuel ()H ) = 37,350 kJ/kg

Note: Select User-Specified Value and enter the inputs.

Results*

Material Burning Duration

solidt

(min.)

Charcoal briquets  87

*spreadsheet calculations attached at the end of the problem
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Spreadsheet Calculations

(a) FDT : 03_HRR_Flame_Height_Burning_Duration_Calculations.xlss
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(b) FDT : 08_Burning_Duration_Solid.xlss
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Additional Problems

1. Consider a pool fire caused by a 38.0 liters (10 gallons) spill of flammable liquid (kerosine oil)

in a 0.55-m  (6.0-ft ) dike area in a compartment with a concrete floor.  The kerosine oil is2 2

ignited and spreads rapidly over the surface, reaching steady burning almost instantly.

Compute the HRR, burning duration, and flame height of the pool fire.  The dimensions of the

compartment are 6.0 m wide x 6.0 m long x 3.7 m high (20.0 ft wide x 20.0 ft long x 12.0 ft high).

Two cable trays are located above the pool fire at heights of 2.15 m (7.0 ft) and 3.0 m (10.0 ft),

respectively.  Determine whether flame will impinge upon the cable trays.  Assume

instantaneous, complete involvement of the liquid pool with no fire growth and no intervention

by the plant fire department or automatic suppression systems.

2. Assume that heptane from a tank spills on a concrete floor forming a 113.0 m  (1261.0 ft ) pool,2 2

the distance from the center of the pool fire to the target edge is 30.0 m (98.0 ft).  Calculate the

radiative heat flux of the flame at ground level with no wind using—

(a) Point Source Model

(c) Solid Flame Radiation Model

3. A trash fire with an HRR of 1,500 kW occurs in an NPP backup power battery room

protected with the fixed temperature heat detectors with an RTI of 165 (m-sec) .  Calculate the1/2

activation time for the detectors, using listed spacing of 3.05 m (20.0 ft) with a ceiling height of

4.60 m (15 ft).  Assume that the detectors have an activation temperature of 57 °C (135 °F) and

the ambient temperature is 25 °C (77 °F).

4. A fire scenario arises from the failure of a 4,160V switchgear in a cable spreading room.

A stack of safety-related cable (IEEE-383 non-qualified PE/PVC) is located 4.6 m (15.0 ft)

horizontally from the 4,160V breaker.  Assume that the breaker fire produces a maximum flame

heat flux 50 kW/m  and the surface of the cable trays initially at 25 °C (77 °F).  Calculate the2

igignition time (t ) of IEEE-383 non-qualified PE/PVC cables.

5. A pool fire scenario arises from a rupture in an oil-filled transformer.  This event allows the fuel

contents of the transformer to spill along a wall with an area of 1.4 m  (15 ft ).  A safety-related2 2

f(wall)cable tray is located 5.5 m (18 ft) above the pool fire.  Calculate the wall flame height (H )

of the fire, and determine whether flame will impinge upon the cable tray.

6. A fire scenario arises from a rupture in the housing of an auxiliary lube oil pump.  This event

allows the fuel contents of the pump to spill along a wall with an area of 0.75 m  (8.0 ft ).  A2 2

cable tray is located 3.0 m (10.0 ft) above the fire.  Calculate the flame height of the line fire

f(wall line)(H ), and determine whether the flame will impinge upon the cable tray.

7. A fire scenario arises from a rupture in an oil-filled transformer in a facility.  This event allows

the fuel contents of the transformer to spill along the corners of walls with an area of 0.55 m2

(6.0 ft ).  A cable tray is located 5.5 m (18 ft) above the fire.  Calculate the corner fire flame2

f(corner)height (H ), and determine whether flame will impinge upon the cable tray. 
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8. Consider a compartment that is 9.0 m wide x 9.0 m long x 3.7 m high (30.0 ft wide x 30.0 ft long

c c cx 12.0 ft high) (w  x l  x h ) with a door vent that is 0.91 m (3.0 ft) wide x 2.15 m (7.0 ft) high

v v(w  x h ).  The fire is constant with an HRR of 1,500 kW.  Compute the hot gas temperature

g(T ) in the compartment as well as smoke layer height (z) at 5 minutes after ignition, assuming

that the compartment boundaries are made of 2.54 cm (1.0 in) thick gypsum board.

9. Consider a compartment that is 12.2 m wide x 12.2 m long x 3.0 m high (40.0 ft wide x 40.0 ft

c c c v vlong x 10.0 ft high) (w  x l  x h ) with a door vent that is (4.0 ft) wide x (8.0 ft) high (w  x h ).

gThe fire is constant with an HRR  of 2,000 kW.  Compute the hot gas temperature (T ) in the

compartment as well as smoke layer height (z) at 3 minutes after ignition, assuming that the

compartment boundaries are made of 0.3048 (12.0 in) thick concrete.

10. Consider a compartment that is 15.25 m wide x 12.2 m long x 3.7 m high (50.0 ft wide x 40.0

c c cft long x 12.0 ft high) (w  x l  x h ) with a forced ventilation rate of 1,500 cfm.  Calculate the hot

ggas layer temperature (T ) in the compartment for a fire size  of 1,800 kW at 5 minutes after

ignition, assuming that the compartment boundaries are made of 2.54 cm (1.0 in) thick gypsum

board.

11. Consider a compartment that is 13.7 m wide x 15.25 m long x 3.35 m high (45.0 ft wide x 50.0

c c cft long x 11.0 ft high) (w  x l  x h ) with a forced ventilation rate of 1,800 cfm.  Calculate the hot

ggas layer temperature (T ) in the compartment for a fire size of 2,200 kW at 8 minutes after

ignition, assuming compartment boundaries are made of 0.245 m (10.0 in) thick concrete.

12. Consider a pool fire caused by a 30.30liters (8.0 gallons) spill of flammable liquid (lube oil) in

0.38 m  (4.0 ft ) dike area in a compartment with a finished concrete floor.  The lube oil is ignited2 2

and spreads rapidly over the surface reaching steady burning almost instantly.  Compute the

HRR, burning duration, and flame height of the pool fire.  The dimensions of the compartment

are 4.9 m wide x 3.7 m long x 3.0 m high (16.0 ft wide x 12.0 ft long x 10.0 ft high).  Two cable

trays are located above the pool fire at heights of 1.8 m (6.0 ft) and 2.5 m (8.0 ft), respectively.

Determine whether flame will impinge upon the cable trays.  Assume instantaneous, complete

involvement of the liquid pool with no fire growth and no intervention by the plant fire

department or automatic suppression systems.

13. A 75.7-liter (20.0-gallon) trash bag (transient) exposure fire source is located 2.5 m (8.0 ft)

beneath a horizontal cable tray.  Assumed that the trash fire ignites an area of approximately

0.92 m  (10.0 ft ) of the cable tray, and the cables in the tray are Id PE.  Compute the full-scale2 2

HRR of Id PE cable insulation.  The bench-scale HRR of the Id PE type cable material is

1,071 kW/m .2
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14. Assume that heptane from a tank spills on a concrete floor, forming a 0.92 m (10.0 ft ) pool and2 2

exposing a safety-related electrical cabinet in a corridor.  The distance from the center of the

pool fire to the target (cabinet) edge is 3.7 m (12.0 ft).  Calculate the radiative heat flux of the

flame to the electrical cabinet with no wind using—

(a) Point Source Model

(b) Solid Flame Radiation Model

p(centerline)15. Estimate the maximum plume temperature (T ) at the ceiling of a 4.6-m (15.0-ft) high

room above a 1,500-kW fire involving a 1½-ft high stack of wood pallets in a 0.92-m  (10.0-ft )2 2

pallet area.  Assume that the ambient temperature is 25 °C (77 °F).

16. A fire with = 3,000 kW occurs in a makeup pump room protected with a wet pipe sprinkler

system.  Fire sprinklers are rated at 74 °C (165 °F) [standard response bulb with RTI 235

(m-sec) ] and are located 3.0 m (10.0 ft) on the center.  The compartment ceiling is 5.5 m½

(18.0 ft) high.  Determine whether the sprinklers would activate, and if so how long it would take

for them to activate.

17. A fire scenario may arise from failure of a vital 480V AC breaker in a switchgear room.  A stack

of safety-related cable (IEEE-383 non-qualified PE/PVC) is located 3.0 m (10.0 ft) horizontally

from the 480V AC breaker.  Assumed that the vital breaker fire produces a maximum flame heat

flux of 30 kW/m  and the surface of the cable trays is initially at 25 °C (77 °F).  Calculate the2

igignition time (t ) of IEEE-383 non-qualified PE/PVC cables.

18. A pool fire scenario arises from a rupture in an oil-filled transformer containing (5 gallons) lube

oil.  This event allows the fuel contents of the transformer to spill along a wall with an area of

1.4 m  (15.0 ft ).  A safety-related cable tray is located 4.6 m (15.0 ft) above the pool fire.2 2

Calculate the wall flame height of the fire, and determine whether flame will impinge upon the

cable tray.

19. A fire scenario arises from a rupture in the housing of a makeup pump containing 30.3 liters

(8 gallons) lube oil.  This event allows the fuel contents of the pump to spill along a wall with an

area of 0.75 m  (8.0 ft ).  A cable tray is located 3.7 m (12.0 ft) above the fire.  Calculate the2 2

flame height of the line fire, and determine whether flame will impinge upon the cable tray.

20. A fire scenario arises from a rupture in an oil-filled transformer in a facility containing (6 gallons)

lube oil.  This event allows the fuel contents of the transformer to spill along the corners of the

walls with an area of 0.55 m (6 ft ).  A cable tray is located 4.3 m (14.0 ft) above the fire.2 2

Calculate the corner fire flame height, and determine whether flame will impinge on the cable

tray.

21. Calculate the HRR necessary for flashover  in a compartment that is 5.5 m wide x 6.0 m

c c clong x 3.7 m high (18.0 ft wide x 20.0 ft long x 12.0 ft high) (w  x l  x h ), with an opening that

v vis 0.60 m (2.0 ft) wide x 1.83 m (6.0 ft) high (w  x h ).  Assume that the boundary material is

concrete and the door is open.
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22. Calculate the HRR necessary for flashover  in a cable spreading room (CSR) that is

c c c15.3 m wide x 24.4 m long x 6.0 m high (50.0 ft wide x 80.0 ft long x 20.0 ft high) (w  x l  x h )

v vwith a door opening 1.2 m (4.0 ft) wide x 3.0 m (10.0 ft) high (w  x h ).  The compartment

boundaries are made of concrete and the door is open.

23. Consider a compartment in a facility pump room that is 3.0 m wide x 2.7 m long x 2.5 m high

c c c(10.0 ft wide x 9.0 ft long x 8.0 ft high) (w  x l  x h ).  A fire starts with a constant effect of 75 kW.

Estimate the pressure increase attributable to the expansion of hot fire gases after 15 seconds,

assuming that the door is closed.

24. The licensee used UL Design No. 816 to protect a number of unrestrained beams.  The

licensee’s quality assurance (QA) program verified that there is 6.35 cm (2½ in) thickness of

fire protection insulation on all of the beams.  The size of the tested beam was W12 x 26.

Determine whether the 6.35 cm (2½ in) thickness of fire protection insulation is acceptable for

a beam that is W8 x 13.

25. A hydrogen line leaks 1 lb. of hydrogen in a turbine building.  What is the worst case pressure

increase, blast wave, and TNT equivalent.

26. A compartment that is 15.25 m wide x 15.25 m long x 3.7 m high (50 ft wide x 50 ft long x 12 ft

high) has a hydrogen leak.  What is the volume of gas needed for a deflagration.
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B
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explosive concentration, 16-1
Fire Protection Code requirements, 16-7
flammability limit, 16-2
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calculations, 16-2–16-9
ignition of hydrogen, 16-1–16-6
lower explosive limit, 16-1
prevention and control of combustion, 16-5–16-7
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Beam pockets, 2-23, 12-10
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Burning duration, 3-7

liquid pool fire, 3-8, 3-18
solid combustible, 8-1–8-3

Burning rate, 3-1, 3-3, 3-4, 3-6, F-10

C
Cable, A-1

damage threshold, 2-20, A-15–A-19
cable fire (Browns Ferry), A-1
cable material, 7-6, A-2, A-7, A-8

thermoplastic, A-7
thermosetting, A-8
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Combustibles, 1-6 See also Fire hazard

fixed, 1-6–1-8, 2-19, 5-2
heat release rate, 2-19–2-21, 8-1–8-3
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definition, B-17
flashpoint, B-19
storage, B-20–22

transient, 1-6–1-8, 2-19, 3-3, 5-2
Combustion, 1-4, 1-5, 2-16, 6-3, F-15

Compartment fires
stages of, 2-1–2-6

fire-plume/ceiling jet, 3-12, 4-1
flashover, 13-1–13-9

ventilation, 2-4
pressure rise, 14-1–14-4

Conduction, See Heat transfer
Conductivity, See Thermal conductivity
Convection, See also Ventilation and Heat transfer

forced, 2-23, 2-24
natural, 2-23

Corner fire, See also Flame; 
height entrainment coefficient, 4-4

Critical temperature, 5-2, 7-5, 17-5–17-10
Critical heat flux (CHF), 2-20, 5-2, 6-5–6-7, 6-12, 6-13

D
Decay stage, 2-17
Defense-in-Depth (DID)

objectives, 1-2     
Deflagration, See Explosions
Density, 2-10, F-21
Detontation, See Explosions

E
Electronics, thermal effect on, 2-22
Emissivity, 5-2–5-7, C-6, F-22
Energy,

radiant, 3-8, 5-2
electromagnetic, 5-1, F-47

Enclosure fire, See Compartment fire
Explosions, 15-1–15-15

characterization, 15-2, 15-3
confine and unconfined explosions, 15-4
definitions, 15-1, 15-2
effects on components, 15-3
effects on humans, 15-11
energy release and effects, 15-5–15-11
hazard associated with deflagration, 15-3
flammable mixture, 15-3
fuel vapor backdraft explosion, 15-4
limits, boundaries and range, 15-4
pressure increase due to explosion, 15-1
pressure increase estimation, 15-13
smoke explosion, 15-4

F
Fan, 2-4, 2-5
Fire classifications, B-13, B-14

extinguishing mechanism, B-16
Fire computational models, B-78–B-88 
Fire dynamics

definition, 1-1
Fire Dynamics Tools (FDTs), 1-1
process of fire development, 1-4–1-6

Fire events in nuclear power plants, H-1–H-33
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Fire extinguishing agents, B-16
carbon dioxide system, B-46–B-52
dry chemical, B-55–B-57
foam extinguisher, B-58–B-64
halon, B-41–B-46

Fire growth, B-1–B-10
flame and heat growth, C-5

Fire hazard, 1-1–1-9, 2-19
classification, B-14
common fires, 1-5
Fire Hazard Analysis (FHA), 1-3, 5-2
fire load, 1-6, F-26
fire location, 1-9
practice problems and solution, J-1–J-134
quantitative fire hazard analysis, I-1–I-17
sources, 1-4

Fire plumes, See also Compartment fire and Flame
buoyant axisymetric, 3-16, 4-1, 9-3
characteristics, 9-3
definition, 2-3, 9-1, F-45
regimes, 3-13, 9-3
centerline temperature, 9-4–9-7
virtual origin, 9-5
ceiling jet formation importance, 9-7

Fire protection, 1-1
inspection findings, 1-3
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

documents, D-1–D-44
National Fire Protection Association codes,

E-1–E-13
program objectives, 1-1
risk-informed, performance-based

design basis, 1-9, F-49
Fire resistance, F-10

construction type, B-36–B-38
definition, C-6, F-10
fire barriers endurance ratings, C-9–C-11
test and standards, C-12–C-18
ratings, B-8–B-11

Fire scenario, 2-19, F-28
Flame, 3-10

categories, 3-10–3-12
spread rates of flammable/combustible,

3-6, 6-10–6-11
height, 3-8, 3-16

liquid pool fire, 3-17
wall fire, 4-1–4-3
line fire, 4-1–4-3
corner fire, 4-1, 4-4

hydrogen, 3-8
oxygen-acetylene, 3-12
pulsing behavior, 3-12, 3-16
regimes, 3-13, 4-1
spread rates of flammable/combustible liquid, 3-6
temperature, 3-16–3-18, 5-2

adiabatic, 3-19, 3-20

Flammable gases
classification, B-28
deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT), B-30
explosive limits, B-30
explosion prevention methods, B-30, B-31
flammable limits, B-28
hydrogen, B-33, B-34

Flammable liquids, B-17
classification, B-17
definition, F-31
flashpoints, B-17
storage, B-20, B-21

Flashover, 13-1–13-9
definitions, 13-3, F-32
experimental observations, 13-4
flashover prediction in compartments, 13-1–13-6
incipient period, 13-1
methods to predict HRR compartment flashover,

13-5, 13-6
methods to predict temperature compartment 

 flashover, 13-7
physical characteristic, 13-3
stages, 13-3

Fuel, 3-1 See also Combustible & hazard materials
chemistry, 3-7
hydrocarbons, 3-3
limited fires, 2-4
liquid fuels, 1-8, 6-2
loading, 3-1
solid fuels, 6-1, 6-2

thermal properties, 8-2
Fuel ignition, 6-1–6-13

by radiative heat flux, 6-12, 6-13
ignition time, 6-1, 6-4, 6-7, 6-8, 6-10, 15-10
ignition temperature, 6-10, 6-11, 15-10
flash point, 6-1
piloted ignition, 6-1
auto-ignition, 6-1
heat flux sources, 6-4
thermal response parameter (TRP), 6-5, 6-6

G
Gases, 2-14

combustion toxic effluents, B-78
hot, 2-14, 3-16
layer, 2-8, 2-25
plume of hot, 3-16
temperature, 2-8, 2-13
self ignite, 2-6

H
Heat capacity, 2-10, F-35
Heat detectors, 12-1–12-10

response time index, 12-6 –12-8
operational temperature limits, 12-1–12-2
heat detector types, 12-2–12-5
activation temperature calculation, 12-5

Heat of combustion, 2-20, 3-3–3-6, F-35



Index-3

Heat release rate (HRR), 2-16–2-25
cable trays, 7-3, 7-4
curves, 2-18
data tables, 2-20–2-22
liquid pool fire, 3-1–3-4
bench-scale, 6-6, 7-3, 7-4
flammability apparatus, 6-5

Heat resistance of target fuel, C-4
Heat sources, C-2

heat intensity, C-2, C-3
heat flux, C-2, C-3
heat quantity, C-2
duration, C-2, C-3
incident heat, C-3

Heat transfer, 5-1
coefficient, 2-9–2-13
radiative (radiation), 3-17, 4-2, 5-2
convection, 5-1
conduction, 5-1

Horizontal fire, See Pool fire

I
Ignition threshold, 2-22, A-11–A-14 
Incident heat flux, 2-10, 5-2, C-3, F-67
Inspection findings, 1-3

J
Jacketing materials, See Cable

L
Line fire, 4-2 See also Flame; height

geometry, 4-2, 4-3
entrainment coefficient, 4-2

M
Mass loss rate, 2-4, 3-3, 3-5, F-41
Metal combustion properties, B-29–B-31

extinguishing agents, B-31
melting, boiling and ignition temperature, B-30

N
Noncombustible ceiling, 4-4
Nuclear power plants, 

fire hazard analysis, 1-3

O
Oxygen consumption, 3-3, 6-5, F-12

P
Performance-based, See Fire protection
Point source, See Radiation models
Pool Fires, 3-1–3-8, 3-14, 5-4

burning duration, 3-8
burning modes, 3-4
circular, 3-18
nuclear power plants (NPP), 3-4, 3-5
non-circular, 3-18, 5-4

Post-fire safe shutdown, 7-1
Post-flashover vented fire, See Compartment fire
Pre-flashover vented fire, See Compartment fire
Pyrolysis, 6-3, 7-3–7-5, F-46

Q
Quasi-steady balance, 2-8, 2-23

R
Radiation, 5-2 See also Heat transfer

spherical source, 5-3
Radiation models, 5-1

configuration factor, 5-2
point source, 5-2–5-5
solid flame, 5-4–5-17

Risk informed, See Fire protection

S
Scenario, See Fire scenario
Smoke detector, 11-1–11-11

alarm condition, 11-6
performance, 11-1–11-3
response parameter, 11-8
response time, 11-1
type of smoke detectors, 11-3–11-6

Smoke layer, 2-14–2-16
cool gas layer, 2-14
filling, 2-12–2-15
height estimation, 2-13, 2-17, 2-23
hot gas layer, 2-13, 2-14, 2-23
interface position, 2-15
visibility through smoke, 18-1–18-5

Smoldering, 6-3, F-55
Solid flames, See Radiation model
Sprinkler, 2-22, 3-16, 10-1–10-12

heat transfer characteristics, 10-3
installation configuration, 10-2
main function, 10-3
operating principles, 10-3
plume interaction, 10-13
response time, 10-1
types of automatic sprinklers, 10-1–10-3
sprinkler dynamics, 10-4
operational temperature, 10-5–10-8



Index-4

Spills, 3-18
liquid fuel, 3-5, 4-1, 5-3
fuel volume of, 3-18, 4-5
fuel area, 3-18, 4-5

Structural building components, 17-1
building fire resistance rating, 17-3, 17-4
fire walls and fire barriers, 17-7–17-8

Structural steel, 17-1
beam, 17-16, 17-17
column, 17-1

failure criteria, 17-6
fire resistance calculation, 17-12–17-16
fire resistance classification, 17-1

fire resistance coatings, 17-9–17-12
protection methods, 17-4, 17-5, 17-13,
scenarios, 17-3, 17-4
temperature limits, 17-6
unloaded columns criteria, 17-4
unprotected steel columns, 17-2–17-12

numerical methods for temperature increase,
17-20–17-23

 T
Tail stage, 2-17
Thermal capacity, 2-10, 2-11, F-35
Thermal conductivity, 2-10, 2-11, F-64
Thermal feedback, 2-1, 2-24, 13-6
Thermal Inertia, 2-10, 2-11, F-64
Thermal insulators, 2-10, 6-5
Thermal penetration time, 2-10, F-65
Thermal radiation, 5-1–5-16

field of flames, 5-3
hazard, 5-3

Thermoplastic, See Cable
Thermosetting, See Cable
Turbulent diffusion flame, 3-14, 4-5

V
Ventilation, 2-4

forced ventilation, 2-4, 2-5, 2-12, 2-13, 2-24
limited or controlled, 2-4
make up air, 2-4
natural ventilation, 2-8–2-12, 2-15, 2-24

Vulnerability
Fire-Induced Vulnerability Evaluation

Method (FIVE), 2-19, 5-2
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